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       Provincial Grand Chapter of Essex 

 
 

Procedure for Closing a Chapter 
 
1. Inform Province via your APGP as soon as practicable of the intention to close the Chapter, citing 
reasons why this irrevocable step appears necessary. Rules 188 and 190 of the Book of Constitutions 
may pertain. (N.B. RA BoC, Rule 73 “In all cases for which special provision is not made herein the Rules 
of The Book of Constitutions applying to Private Lodges shall apply to Private Chapters”) 
Advice can always be obtained from your APGP and an informal discussion with him before proceeding 
further is advocated. 
 
2. On final closure there are 2 options for the convocation: 

 A normal convocation which ends with the surrender of the charter – effectively a quiet affair 

 A full closure ceremony 
 
If a “quiet” closure is anticipated, it is acceptable to ask for your APGP or another representative of the 
Province to attend to “receive” the charter 
 
If a full Closing Ceremony by the Provincial Executive is desired, make a request at an early stage in 
order to ensure appropriate personnel are available. 
 
3. Determine what should happen to the possessions of the Chapter. (The Charter, Minute Books, 
Attendance Books, Accounts & Membership Records are surrendered to Supreme Grand Chapter via 
Province.) Care should be taken in case there are, for instance, old Trust Deeds which carry limitations 
on the disposal of funds or property. If a specific resolution regarding the disposal of the remaining 
assets is not agreed, they pass automatically to the First Grand Principal, via the Provincial Grand Scribe 
E, for him to dispose of as he sees fit.  If many of the members are moving to the same chapter “en 
bloc”, it may be possible to transfer the artifacts and funds to that Chapter. If so, the receiving Chapter 
may be willing to acknowledge the incorporation of members of the closing Chapter on their summons 
together with the date of incorporation, thus keeping the Chapter name alive. 
4. Notify your Centre Manager of your intentions and discuss timings and outstanding rent/charges. 
 
5. It is important that the members continue their Royal Arch Careers. This may involve many of them 
moving to another Chapter en bloc. But in any case you will be asked by your APGP to supply a list of 
members details and their intentions. He will also be happy to assist individuals in finding a new Royal 
Arch home. 
 
6. If the Chapter is a primary supporter of widows (i.e. they are not also under the care of a Lodge), 
notify the Provincial Almoner of the individuals at risk. 
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7. At the penultimate convocation, two Notices of Motion are to be given and shown on the Summons 
as such: 
 
i) Notice of Motion is here given that a proposition will be made to pass a resolution that due to (give 
reasons) the (Chapter Name and No) has ceased to be viable. Accordingly the meeting to be held at 
(state place) on (state date) will be considered as the last convocation of this Chapter and thereafter the 
affairs of the Chapter will be finally wound up and the Charter of the Chapter and any such documents 
and records as are required, be returned to the M.E. Grand Superintendent, in accordance with Rule 190, 
Book of Constitutions. 
 
ii) Notice of Motion is given that subject to the proposal to surrender the Charter being carried, a 
proposition will be made to pass a resolution to dispose of the Chapter assets after all debts are 
discharged as follows: 
(Donations, transfers, etc.) 
 
8. The summons for the final Convocation must carry these Notices of Motion as given at the previous 
Convocation. 
 
9. At the final Convocation of the Chapter, the motions are put and voted on. Subject to ratification by a 
majority vote of members in attendance, after having carried out all remaining Agenda items, either: 
 
i) in the case of a full closure ceremony the Provincial Team Closing will take over the convocation, or 
ii) the Chapter is closed (no risings) and the Charter handed to Province. 
 
10. At a suitable later time, once the Chapter’s affairs are complete, the Minute Books, Attendance 
Books and Accounts & Membership Records of the Chapter must be returned to Province for surrender 
to SGC, together with the closing Annual Returns and the associated dues, indicating any members in 
arrears. Where the Convocation of Supreme Grand Chapter falls in the next financial year of the 
Chapter, the members may be liable for another year’s dues to both Province and SGC. 
 
11. Be aware that the Chapter is not erased by SGC until it appears in the Agenda and is voted on at a 
Regular SGC Convocation. It is advisable to discuss this with your APGP to ensure that remaining funds 
are not dispersed until after that event has occurred. 
 
12. Ensure that remaining members at the date of closure are provided with Clearance Certificates to 
produce to any Chapter they may wish to subsequently join. 
 
13. If the closing Convocation coincides with Installation, the reigning Principals must be declared 
Principals for the ensuing year (or other qualified members installed in their stead), having been 
regularly elected at the previous Convocation, and (regular) Officers appointed. Only then can the voting 
on the propositions for closing be undertaken. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 
1. My Chapter is in difficulty due to falling numbers, who do we notify? 
Answer: The initial enquiry and request should be made from the Chapter to the APGP who will be able 
to provide advice on possible action plans 
 
2. What happens to a Companion who is put forward by his Chapter to receive a Provincial 
appointment and the Chapter closes before the Provincial Meeting? 
Answer: He must retain his membership of the Royal Arch (as a subscribing member of the Province) to 
be eligible him to receive a First Appointment or Promotion at a Provincial meeting. (i.e. he must join 
another Chapter within the Province before the Annual Provincial Convocation) 
 
3. What happens about future recommendations for Provincial honours? 
Answer: This is entirely a matter for the individual’s Chapter(s) which can put forward any Member to 
receive an appointment or promotion provided they meet the requirements of the Province at that time. 
 
4. For Companions joining a Chapter from a closing Chapter, when does their membership of the 
receiving Chapter commence and that of the closing Chapter end? 
Answer: Membership of the Chapter he joins begins from the meeting in which he is elected as a joining 
member and his membership of the closing Chapter ceases on the last day of the Chapter financial year 
(usually the last day of the month prior to the month of Installation). Nb: - an unattached Companion can 
attend any number of Chapters, but only each Chapter on one occasion. (Whilst he is unattached) 
 
5. What happens to Honorary Members? 
Answer: As the Chapter will effectively cease to exist from the date of the closure meeting (although 
subject to eventual erasure by SGC) so Honorary membership of that Chapter also ceases. 
 
6. What is the status of a First Principal if a Chapter closes or amalgamates whilst he is in Office? 
Answer: If it is the first time the First Principal is in Office he will not have fully served in that position 
until he has completed the whole year and installed his successor (though that could be himself, i.e. he is 
declared MEZ for the following year). If the Chapter closes during his year, he cannot be classed as ‘Past’ 
and cannot wear a Past Collar. He will therefore have to serve again in that position BEFORE he can be 
considered for Provincial Honours. 
 
7 What is the status of Second and Third Principals? 
Answer: Rule 50 in the Book of Constitutions (RA) states that for a Second Principal to be eligible to be 
elected as a First Principal, he must have been installed as Second Principal and that a year must have 
elapsed since he was elected to that Office. Hence, provided that the Chapter’s closing meeting is that at 
which his election as First Principal would have taken place, he could be elected as First Principal in 
another Chapter without serving as Second Principal again. Similarly, a Third Principal could qualify for 
being elected to Second Principal in another Chapter without serving again as Third Principal. In each 
case if less than a year has elapsed, those offices are deemed not completed and the Companion will 
have to serve in that capacity again in order to progress. 
 
 
 


